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Michael Berry on the set of Frontera, his feature film debut which he directed and co-wrote. The film
features Ed Harris, Michael Pena, and Eva Longoria.

Rivulet Films Announces
Michael Berry to Helm TV
Series "Avenue of the
Americas"
2020-07-17

(Gilbert, AZ)...Rivulet Films announces director Michael Berry to direct a new
TV series Avenue of the Americas. Michael Berry’s director credits include TV
Series, Chicago Med and feature films Frontera and Stuck. Mike Witherill will
produce the series and is known for his work as a producer in the films John
Wick & Drinking Buddies.

Avenue of the Americas is a television dramatic series based on historical
fiction placing one family in the center of historic events, along with the leaders
of that time, from the American Revolutionary War, American Civil War and
World War I, to navigate the fight for civil rights.
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“We are excited to announce Michael Berry as director on Avenue of the
Americas. It is our third project together and we always value the unique insight
he brings to each project. Avenue of the Americas stands to be the first series
in an ever expanding historical fiction collection that tells the iconic storylines of
the most famous streets in America, think ‘Boardwalk Empire’ meets ‘Downtown
Abbey,’ shares Aaron Klusman, CEO,.

“I was intrigued and excited to work on this project the moment I heard about it.
Pete Rosen’s brilliant concept of following these same characters throughout
history as they experience and adjust to the need, politics, business and culture
that surrounds the history of the business of guns is beyond fascinating. For
better and sometimes worse, America has long identified with and romanticized
as a gun culture. In Avenue of the Americas, I see the opportunity to explore the
history and drama on both sides of this very difficult and divisive issue,” states
Michael Berry, Director.

About Rivulet Films:
Rivulet Film’s recent merger with Bio-Matrix Scientific Group, Inc. to form
Rivulet Media positioning their film productions using a proprietary financing
model to deliver studio quality star driven content more affordably than larger
production companies can with in-house production teams. Bio-Matrix Scientific
Group, Inc. is a development stage company publicly traded OTC: BMSN.

About Michael Berry:
Michael Berry made his feature film debut with the border drama Frontera which
he directed and co-wrote. The film features Ed Harris, Michael Pena, Eva
Longoria, Amy Madigan and Aden Young. Following Frontera, Berry wrote the
screenplay and directed the original musical feature film Stuck, which is based
on the stage play of the same name. Berry also directed the stage production of
Stuck in New York. Berry's shorts and feature films have won numerous "Best
Awards," on the film festival circuit across the country. Berry was born and
raised in Arizona and after attending a performing arts college in San Diego,
Berry worked at Universal Studios Hollywood in The Wild Wild Wild West Stunt
Show. He auditioned and hired for Les Miserables and moved to NYC where he
spent 22 years acting and directing in every theater from Broadway to
warehouse theaters in the Village. Berry is married to Broadway Actress, Sarah
Uriarte Berry and they have a daughter and twin sons.  

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2510028/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarah_Uriarte_Berry
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